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We determine the identities of degree  9 satisfied by the new ternary opera-
Ž .tions abc bca cab acb bac cba symmetric sum , abc bca cab
Ž . Ž .acb bac cba alternating sum , and abc bca cab cyclic sum on every
Ž . Ž .triple system satisfying the total associativity identities abc de a bcd e
Ž .ab cde . These new operations are ternary analogs of the Lie and Jordan products.
The identities they satisfy may be regarded as ternary versions of the Jacobi and
Jordan identities.  2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper F will denote a field of characteristic 0 or  11.
We make this restriction on the characteristic since we consider only
identities of degree  9.
Ž . Ž .Let R,,  denote a binary algebra not necessarily associative where
the multiplication is indicated by juxtaposition. Given two scalars  and 
Ž .we can define a new algebra R ,, with the same addition as in R
but with the new product ab ab  ba.
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ŽWhen the transformation from  to  is invertible this is equivalent to
. we say that R is quasi-equivalent to R. Quasi-equivalence is
an equivalence relation on binary algebras. There is a bijective correspon-
dence between the identities satisfied by R and the identities satisfied by
R .
The case   can be scaled to   1. The product is usually
written as ab ab ba and called the symmetric product. It satisfies
the identity ab ba. When R is associative it is called the Jordan
Ž .product. In Jordan theory R is associative and R,, is called a special
Ž .Jordan nonassociative algebra. It satisfies the identity
aa b a aa  ba ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Žwhich is called the Jordan identity. Any other identity not a consequence
.of commutativity and the Jordan identity which is satisfied by every
special Jordan algebra is called an S-identity. The smallest S-identity has
degree 8 and is called the Glennie identity.
The case  can be scaled to  1, 1. The product is
 	usually written as a, b  ab ba and is called the skew-symmetric prod-
 	  	uct. It satisfies the identity a, b  b, a . When R is associative it is
Ž  	.called the Lie bracket. In Lie theory R is associative and R,, , is
Ž .called a Lie nonassociative algebra. It satisfies the identity
 	  	  	a, b , c  b , c , a  c, a , b  0,
which is called the Jacobi identity. Any identity which is satisfied by every
Lie algebra is a consequence of anti-commutativity and the Jacobi identity.
Thus in Lie theory there is nothing corresponding to the S-identities of
Jordan theory.
We extend the above concepts to ternary algebras and investigate
generalizations of the Jacobi identity, and Jordan identity, and S-identities.
Ž .Let R,,   be a ternary algebra with the product written as juxtapo-
Ž .sition thus a  b  c will be written abc . Let  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  be1 2 3 1 2 3
Ž  	.scalars. We define a new algebra R ,, , , by using the same addition i i
as in R but the new product
 	a, b , c   abc  bca  cab  acb  bac  cba.1 2 3 1 2 3
We are especially interested in three cases:
symmetric sum,             11 2 3 1 2 3
 	a, b , c  abc bca cab acb bac cba,
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alternating sum,       1,      11 2 3 1 2 3
 	a, b , c  abc bca cab acb bac cba,
cyclic sum,       1,       01 2 3 1 2 3
 	a, b , c  abc bca cab.
We regard these operations as generalizations of the Lie and Jordan
products to the ternary case. They satisfy the identities
 	  	  	symmetric law, a, b, c  b, a, c  a, c, b ,
 	  	  	alternating law, a, b, c  b, a, c  a, c, b ,
 	  	cyclic law, a, b, c  b, c, a .
In this paper we study identities satisfied by these three ternary opera-
tions on every totally associative triple system; by this we mean that
Ž .R,,   satisfies
abc de a bcd e ab cde .Ž . Ž . Ž .
It is easy to see that these identities are equivalent to the condition that
any product depends only on the order of the factors, not on the positions
of the parentheses.
All of these concepts can be directly extended to the case of an n-ary
algebra for any n 4.
Any identity of degree  5 satisfied by any of these new operations will
Žbe called an S-identity for that operation with respect to total associa-
.tivity .
All the S-identities of degree  7 for the alternating and symmetric
 	sums have been determined by the first author. Reference 2 shows that
for the symmetric sum there are no S-identities in degree  5, and that
the following identity of degree 7 implies all the S-identities of degree 7:
 	  	  	  	  	 aaa aaa g 2 aaa aa ag 4 aaa ag aa 3 aag aa aa .
 	Reference 1 shows that for the alternating sum there are no S-identities
in degree  5 and that the following identity of degree 7 implies all the
S-identities of degree 7:
 	  	  	abc gd ef  gab cde f .Ý
a, b , c , d , e , f
Ž .This denotes the alternating sum over a, b, c, d, e, f but not g. In this
 	paper we reconfirm these results by the methods of 35 and show further
that no new S-identities occur in degree 9 for either the alternating sum or
the symmetric sum.
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We also show that for the cyclic sum there are no S-identities of degree
 5 and that the identities of degree 7 below imply all the S-identities of
degree 7.
 	  	  	aaa aaa a  aaa aa aa ,
 	  	  	aaa gaa a  aaa ga aa ,
 	  	  	gaa aaa a  aaa ag aa ,
 	  	  	abc def g  abc de fg ,Ý
a, b , c , d , e , f , g
 	  	  	abc gde f  abc gd df ,Ý
a, b , c , d , e , f
 	  	  	gab cde f  abc dg ef .Ý
a, b , c , d , e , f
Ž .The last three sums are alternating sums over the indicated letters. We
show further that there is a very large and complex set of new S-identities
for the cyclic sum in degree 9; see Table IV at the end of this paper.
METHOD
The computational methods used in this paper to study identities were
 	developed originally by Hentzel 35 ; similar methods have been devel-
 	  	oped by Bremner 12 . The technique used in 15 to find identities is to
convert the problem into questions of linear algebra on large matrices.
The row canonical form of such a matrix gives us information about the
structure of the space of identities. We can then translate this linear-alge-
braic information back into multilinear nonassociative polynomials which
are the identities we seek.
Bremner’s Method. We first give a brief description of the methods of
 	12 .
To study identities of degree n we determine all the ternary association
types and multilinear nonassociative ternary monomials in degree n. We
Žcan reduce the total by using the degree-3 identities symmetric, alternat-
.ing, or cyclic laws satisfied by the product under consideration. We denote
the number of distinct multilinear monomials by c . For example, in then
symmetric and alternating cases, we have one association type in degree 5
and two association types in degree 7.
 	 	Degree 5: , ,  , ,  ,
 	  	 	  	 	 	Degree 7: , ,  , , ,  ,  , , ,  , ,  , ,  .
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Ž5.We therefore have c   10 distinct multilinear monomials of5 3
1 7 7Ž . Ž .degree 5 and c    280 distinct multilinear monomials7 2 3, 3, 1 3, 2, 2
in degree 7.
We now expand the multilinear monomials using the ternary operation
under consideration. That is, we expand each ternary product as the
Ž .appropriate sum symmetric, alternating, or cyclic in the totally associative
triple system. In degree n there are n! distinct multilinear totally associa-
tive monomials. We can therefore store the expansions of the nonassocia-
tive monomials in a matrix of size n! c . The null space of this matrix isn
the space of multilinear identities in degree n satisfied by the ternary
product under consideration.
Hentzel’s Method. We now give a brief description of the methods of
 	35 .
Ž .Given any multilinear ternary polynomial f x , x , . . . , x of degree n1 2 n
in n indeterminates, we first sort the terms of f by ternary association
type. Thus we can write f f   f where t is the number of1 t
association types. Each f for 1 i t can be expressed as an element gi i
of the group algebra FS of the symmetric group S ; the permutations inn n
the group algebra element correspond to the permutations of the letters in
the terms of f . Thus f is an element of M FS 
 
 FS , the directi n n
sum of t copies of FS . M is a module over the group algebra, and the setn
of all identities we seek is a submodule of M.
The group algebra FS is isomorphic to a direct sum of matrix algebras,n
where the matrix sizes equal the dimensions of the irreducible representa-
tions of S . Any partition  of n determines an irreducible representationn
of S of dimension d . Projecting onto the corresponding matrix subalge-n 
bra we see that each element of the group algebra corresponds to a matrix
Žof size d  d . Combining the t association types we put together hori- 
.zontally the t matrices of size d  d to obtain a matrix of size d  td .   
Thus the component for partition  of the original multilinear polynomial
f can be represented as a matrix of size d  td . Stacking the matrices 
Ž . Ž1. Žk .vertically for a number k of identities f , . . . , f gives a matrix of size
kd  td . Each row of this matrix represents an identity implied by 
f Ž1., . . . , f Žk .. Row operations on this matrix replace rows with linear
combinations of rows, and so the rows of the new matrix also represent
identities implied by f Ž1., . . . , f Žk .. The nonzero rows of the row-canonical
form of this matrix are a set of independent module generators for the
submodule of M for representation  generated by the identities
f Ž1., . . . , f Žk .. Since the rank of this matrix can be no greater than td , the
number of independent generators is at most td .
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 	Comparison of the Two Methods. Bremner’s method 12 is pro-
grammed in Maple and has the following advantages and disadvantages:
Ž .1 Since Maple permits arbitrarily large integers one can use exact
rational arithmetic in the matrix operations. The results are then known to
be correct over a field of characteristic 0.
Ž .2 No representation theory of the symmetric group is required.
Ž .3 The time and space requirements of exact rational arithmetic
impose limits on the degree of the identities that can be studied. It would
not be feasible to study identities of degree  9 by this method.
 	Hentzel’s method 35 is programmed in C and Pascal and has the
following advantages and disadvantages:
Ž .1 Arbitrarily large integers are not available. Therefore all calcula-
tions must be done in modular arithmetic with respect to a suitable prime
p. The results are known to hold only in characteristic p.
Ž .2 The representation theory of the symmetric group is used in a
systematic way. This allows the problem to be broken down into smaller
pieces by studying identities one representation at a time.
Ž .3 The time and space savings of this method make it possible to
study identities of higher degree. In particular, it is not difficult to study
identities of degree 9 by this method.
 	In this paper we primarily used the methods of 35 since we wanted to
 	extend the results of 12 on the symmetric and alternating sums to
 	degree 9. In the case of the cyclic sum we also used the methods of 12 ,
since in this case no results were known even for low degree.
The Methods of the Current Paper. In our calculations we list the
distinct association types of the ternary products. For each association type
 	we expand the , ,  -product of x x  x in that association type1 2 n
into a sum of terms in the totally associative triple system
 	, , product of x x . . . x in some association1 2 n
   x x . . . x .Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2 n 
Sn
The subscript  means the product in the associative triple system is taken
after the arguments are permuted by  . Note that  applies to the
Ž . Ž .positions, not to the subscripts; thus x x x  x x x . The sum on1 2 3 Ž123. 3 1 2
the right-hand side is represented by the element g of the group algebra
FS wheren
g    .Ž .Ý
Sn
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For each ternary association type T where 1 i t, we get an element gi
 	in the group algebra expressing the expansion of the , , -product of
x x . . . x in that association type into the totally associative triple system.1 2 n
The equations take the form
A T T T  T1 2 3 t
g I 0 0  01
g 0 I 0  02
g 0 0 I  03
     0
     0
g 0 0 0  It
Here A stands for associative and I denotes the identity element of the
group algebra. These equations represent one set of identities which
record how the expansion process maps the t products in the free ternary
algebra into the underlying totally associative triple system.
If an irreducible representation of the symmetric group is chosen and
the entries in the table are replaced by their images from that representa-
tion, the above table becomes a matrix. If the size of the representation is
Ž .d  d , then the size of the matrix is d t d t 1 .   
If we run through all the irreducible, inequivalent representations, this
collection of matrices will document the expansion process in the same
way as the original table did. The row canonical forms of the matrices in
this collection are an equivalent way to record the expansion process.
The rows of the row canonical form which have only zeros in the
associative part correspond to the identities which hold in any special
ternary algebra. By a special ternary algebra we mean any subalgebra of
Ž  	. Ž .R,, , , where R,,   is a totally associative triple system.
Two sets of identities are equivalent if, in each representation, they
generate the same row space. One set of identities implies another if, for
each representation, the row space of the identities from the first set
contains the row space of the corresponding matrix of identities from the
second set.
This gives us the method to find all identities of a particular degree
which hold in all special ternary algebras. The next task is to decide which
if any of them are new identities. This means we wish to find those
identities which are not consequences of identities of lower degree. If
Ž .f x , x , . . . , x is an identity of lower degree, we can replace an argument1 2 k
by a product, as in
 	f x , x , . . . , x , x , x , . . . , x ,Ž .1 2 i k1 k2 k
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or we can embed the identity itself in a product, as in
f x , x , . . . , x , x , x .Ž .1 2 k k1 k2
We lift the identities of lower degree in all possible ways to create the
identities of degree n implied by identities of lower degree. We put them
in the same matrix form as the original table, but in this case they always
have zeros in the associative part of the table.
We pass to the representations and we reduce the matrices to row-
canonical form. The row space of all the identities has to contain the row
space of the lifted identities. The new identities are marked by leading
ones beyond the associative part in the first matrix where there is no
leading one in the second. This process identifies the new identities, but
they are encoded by the representation. Knowing exactly where they are
located, we generate them in a separate procedure and check them by
expanding.
We did these computations using arithmetic modulo 103; this was
necessary in order to be able to store each matrix entry in a single byte. In
this way we also avoided integer overflow when computing the row-canoni-
cal forms of very large matrices. For this reason the results are valid only
over a field of characteristic 103. There is a possibility that if these results
are interpreted over the rational numbers then we may have missed an
identity or included a non-identity.
When our modular work indicated that special identities existed, we
found these identities. These identities are given with integral coefficients
and they have been checked by direct expansion in separate calculations.
They are true identities which expand to zero over the integers. When the
modular work indicated that there were no special identities, we can only
say that there might be more identities, but that these new identities exist
only as polynomials whose integral coefficients are all congruent to zero
modulo 103.
When our modular work indicated that there were new identities, we
could tell by the representation type that these identities were of a special
Ž . Žform see Tables IIII . That is, given a partition  p  p p 1 k 1
.  p , the identity can be expressed using only k distinct lettersk
a , . . . , a with a occurring p times in each term of the identity. In degree1 k i i
9 in the cyclic case this allowed us to reduce the size of the expansions
Ž9 .from spaces of size 9! to spaces of size . Because of this, we could runk
the matrices on Mathematica and generate the integral coefficients which
we have given.
From now on we usually omit the commas in ternary operations.
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TABLE I
Degree 7, Symmetric and Cyclic
Symmetric
Partition Dimension Symmetric Expansion New
1 7 1 0 1 1
2 61 6 9 10 1
3 52 14 24 24 0
4 511 15 29 29 0
5 43 14 25 25 0
6 421 35 67 67 0
7 4111 20 40 40 0
8 331 21 41 41 0
9 322 21 41 41 0
10 3211 35 70 70 0
11 31111 15 30 30 0
12 2221 14 28 28 0
13 22111 14 28 28 0
14 211111 6 12 12 0
15 1111111 1 2 2 0
Cyclic
Partition Dimension Cyclic Expansion New
1 7 1 0 1 1
2 61 6 6 8 2
3 52 14 20 20 0
4 511 15 20 20 0
5 43 14 22 22 0
6 421 35 56 56 0
7 4111 20 28 28 0
8 331 21 36 36 0
9 322 21 36 36 0
10 3211 35 56 56 0
11 31111 15 20 20 0
12 2221 14 22 22 0
13 22111 14 20 20 0
14 211111 6 6 8 2
15 1111111 1 0 1 1
SYMMETRIC SUM
Degree 5. It follows from the symmetric laws that
 	  	a, b , c  a, b , c ,
for all permutations  S . These identities imply that any product of3
degree 5 can be written in the form





Partition Dimension Symmetric symmetric Expansion New
1 9 1 0 3 3 0
2 81 8 24 29 29 0
3 72 27 93 98 98 0
4 711 28 105 107 107 0
5 63 48 175 179 179 0
6 621 105 403 405 405 0
7 6111 56 222 222 222 0
8 54 42 157 158 158 0
9 531 162 629 630 630 0
10 522 120 468 468 468 0
11 5211 189 750 750 750 0
12 51111 70 280 280 280 0
13 441 84 326 326 326 0
14 432 168 660 660 660 0
15 4311 216 858 858 858 0
16 4221 216 859 859 859 0
17 42111 189 756 756 756 0
18 411111 56 224 224 224 0
19 333 42 166 166 166 0
20 3321 168 669 669 669 0
21 33111 120 480 480 480 0
22 3222 84 335 335 335 0
23 32211 162 648 648 648 0
24 321111 105 420 420 420 0
25 3111111 28 112 112 112 0
26 22221 42 168 168 168 0
27 222111 48 192 192 192 0
28 2211111 27 108 108 108 0
29 21111111 8 32 32 32 0
30 111111111 1 4 4 4 0
 	 Ž5.Using the method of 2 , this gives  10 distinct multilinear monomials.3
Each of these monomials expands under the symmetric sum to a sum of 36
monomials in the totally associative triple system. Since there are 120
multilinear associative monomials, we have to find the row canonical form
Ž .of a matrix of size 120 10. It is easy to check by computer that this
matrix has full rank. It follows that there are no identities in degree 5
which are not consequences of the symmetric law.
Degree 7. There are two inequivalent association types for the symmet-
ric law in degree 7,
 	  	  	 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  and  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  .




Partition Dimension Cyclic cyclic Expansion New
1 9 1 0 4 4 0
2 81 8 22 31 34 3
3 72 27 98 108 112 4
4 711 28 98 108 115 7
5 63 48 194 201 202 1
6 621 105 428 436 436 0
7 6111 56 216 223 227 4
8 54 42 178 180 181 1
9 531 162 700 702 702 0
10 522 120 522 522 522 0
11 5211 189 798 800 800 0
12 51111 70 276 280 283 3
13 441 84 370 370 370 0
14 432 168 758 758 758 0
15 4311 216 952 952 952 0
16 4221 216 952 952 952 0
17 42111 189 798 800 800 0
18 411111 56 216 223 227 4
19 333 42 192 192 192 0
20 3321 168 758 758 758 0
21 33111 120 522 522 522 0
22 3222 84 370 370 370 0
23 32211 162 700 702 702 0
24 321111 105 428 436 436 0
25 3111111 28 98 108 115 7
26 22221 42 178 180 181 1
27 222111 48 194 201 202 1
28 2211111 27 98 108 112 4
29 21111111 8 22 31 34 3
30 111111111 1 0 4 4 0
1 7Ž .For the first type there are  70 monomials, and for the second2 3, 3, 1
7Ž .type there are  210 monomials. In a totally associative triple3, 2, 2
system the symmetric sum expands each of these types to a sum of 216
monomials. We could do this computation by finding the null space of a
 	matrix of size 5040 280; this is the method used in 2 . In that paper it
was determined that the following identity generates all of the new
identities in degree 7:
 	  	  	  	  	 aaa aaa g 2 aaa aa ag 4 aaa ag aa 3 aag aa aa .
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To use the method of group representations, we first need to determine
the symmetric laws in degree 7,
 	  	  	  	  	  	abc def g  bac def g  acb def g
 	  	 def abc g
 	  	  	abc de fg  bac de fg  acb de fg
 	  	 abc ed fg  abc de gf .
The results are displayed in Table I: the leftmost column numbers the
irreducible representations of S ; the second column gives the correspond-7
Ž .ing partition which determines the frame generating the representation ;
the third column gives the dimension of the representation. The fourth
column gives the dimensions of the spaces of identities implied by the
symmetric laws in degree 7; the fifth column gives the dimensions of the
spaces of identities satisfied by all special ternary algebras using the
symmetric sum; the last column is the difference between the previous two
columns, giving the number of new identities not implied by the symmetric
laws.
 	These results confirm the theorem in 2 , which states that the module
of new identities in degree 7 decomposes into the direct sum of simple
modules corresponding to partitions 7 and 61.
Degree 9. There are four equivalent association types for the symmetric
law in degree 9,
 	  	 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,
 	 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,
 	  	 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,
 	  	  	 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  .
We now follow the same method as in degree 7, with the new feature that
we must also keep track of the identities in degree 9 which follow from the
known identities in degree 7. Since the generator of the new identities in
Ždegree 7 has two different letters one occurring six times and the other
.only once there are three distinct ways to lift this identity to degree 9;
Ž .after linearizing the identity, we may either i in each term replace the
Ž .single letter by a triple, or ii fix one of the other six letters and in each
Ž .term replace it by a triple, or iii in each term add two new letters onto
Žthe right end that is, form the ternary product of the term with the two
.new letters . Thus our table will have one more column: the dimension of
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the subspace generated by the symmetric laws in degree 9 together with
the lifted identities.
The results are displayed in Table II. Since the numbers in the columns
labeled ‘‘Lifted symmetric’’ and ‘‘Expansion’’ are equal in every row, we
see that there are no S-identities in degree 9 for the symmetric sum.
ALTERNATING SUM
Degree 5. The calculations here are very similar to those in the sym-
metric case. There are no identities in degree 5 which are not conse-
quences of the alternating law.
Degree 7. In this degree also the calculations are similar to those in the
symmetric case. The results are almost the same: if one takes the table
from degree 7 in the symmetric case and replaces each partition with its
Ž .conjugate and permutes the rows appropriately then one obtains the
 	table for degree 7 in the alternating case. This verifies the theorem in 1 ,
which states that the new alternating identities in degree 7 are generated
by the identity
 	  	  	alternating sum over a, b , c, d , e, f of abc gd ef  gab cde f .
This identity generates a module which decomposes into the direct sum of
the simple modules corresponding to the partitions 211111 and 1111111.
Degree 9. As in degree 7, the table of results for the alternating sum in
degree 9 is ‘‘conjugate’’ to the table for the symmetric sum in Table II; in
particular, the columns for ‘‘lifted alternating’’ and ‘‘expansions’’ are
equal up to a rearrangement. So there are no S-identities for the alternat-
ing sum in degree 9.
CYCLIC SUM
Degree 5. There is one inequivalent association type for the cyclic law
 	 	  	in degree 5, namely , ,  , ,  . Using the method of 12 , there
Žare 5!3 40 multilinear monomials take all 120 permutations of abcde
and then apply the cyclic law to the first 3 letters to move the alphabeti-
.cally first letter to the leftmost position . Each of these monomials expands
under the cyclic sum to a sum of 9 monomials in the totally associative
triple system. Since there are 120 multilinear monomials of degree 5 in the
totally associative triple system, we have to find the row-reduced form of a
matrix of size 120 40 in which each column has 9 ones and 111 zeroes. It
is easy to check that this matrix has full rank. Therefore there are no
identities of degree 5 which are not consequences of the cyclic law.
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Degree 7. The inequivalent association types for the cyclic law in
degree 7 are the same as for the symmetric law. For the first type there are
7!32  560 monomials, and for the second type there are 7!3 1680
monomials. Each of these monomials expands under the cyclic sum to a
sum of 27 monomials in the totally associative triple system. Since there
are 5040 multilinear monomials of degree 7 in the totally associative triple
system, we could do this computation by finding the row-reduced form of a
matrix of size 5040 2240. For a problem of this size it is much better to
do the computation one S -module at a time. For this we need to compute7
Ž . Ž .1 the 15 partitions of 7 which label the simple S -modules ,7
Ž .2 the dimension of the corresponding module,
Ž .3 the dimension of the space of identities which follow from the
cyclic laws in degree 7,
 	  	  	  	  	  	abc def g  bca def g  abc efd g
 	  	abc de fg  bca de fg ,
Ž .4 the dimension of the space of identities satisfied by the expan-
sions of the nonassociative monomials under the cyclic sum, and
Ž .5 the difference between items 3 and 4, which is the number of
new identities in degree 7.
The results are displayed in Table I. Note that the dimensions for conju-
gate partitions are equal across the table; this comes from the fact that the
cyclic sum includes only even permutations of the three factors.
The identity for partition 7 is
 	  	  	aaa aaa a  aaa aa aa .
The identities for partition 61 are
 	  	  	  	  	  	aaa gaa a  aaa ga aa , gaa aaa a  aaa ag aa .
Ž .The identities for the conjugate partitions as listed in the Introduction
are obtained by taking the alternating sum over the a positions in these
three identities. Two identities which generate the set of all new identities
in degree 7 are obtained as follows: Take the symmetric sum over the a
Ž .positions in the first resp. second identity for partition 61, and add this to
Ž . 5 Žthe first resp. second identity for partition 21 . This is equivalent to
dropping the odd terms from the linearizations of the two identities for
5 .partition 21 .
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Degree 9. There are five inequivalent association types for the cyclic
Žlaw in degree 9. Recall that there are only four in the symmetric and
.alternating cases. Together with the number of corresponding monomials
they are
2 	  	abc def g hi 9!3  40320
 	abc de fg hi 9!3 120960
2 	  	abc de fgh i 9!3  40320
2 	  	abc de f ghi 9!3  40320
3 	  	  	abc def ghi 9!3  13440
The total number of monomials is 255,360. Each of these monomials
expands under the cyclic sum to a sum of 81 monomials in the totally
associative triple system. Since there are 362,880 multilinear monomials of
degree 9 in the totally associative triple system, if we did not use group
representations we would have to find the row-reduced form of a matrix of
size 362,880 255,360.
Using the group algebra method, the calculations for degree 9 follow the
same general method that was used in the symmetric case in degree 9; in
particular, we have to keep track of the identities lifted from degree 7.
The cyclic laws are
 	  	  	  	  	  	abc def g hi  bca def g hi  abc efd g hi
 	  	abc de fg hi  bca de fg hi
 	  	  	  	  	  	abc de fgh i  bca de fgh i  abc de ghf i
 	  	  	  	  	  	abc de f ghi  bca de f ghi  abc de f hig
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	abc def ghi  bca def ghi  def ghi abc .
The results for this case are displayed in Table III. From this table we see
that there is a large and complex set of S-identities in degree 9 for the
cyclic sum.
S-Identities. Generators for the subspaces of S-identities for the cyclic
sum corresponding to tableaus with only two rows in degree 9 are pre-
sented in Table IV; that is, we only consider the partitions 81, 72, 63, and
54. Each of the identities in Table IV was checked for ‘‘newness’’ by
computing the dimension it generates in the given type when combined
with the cyclic identities in degree 9 and the six lifted versions of the two
new identities from degree 7. In each case this dimension is one more than
the dimension generated by the cyclic and lifted identities alone.
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TABLE IV
Degree 9, Cyclic S-Identities
The following list contains 3 new independent S-identities
of type 81 for the cyclic sum in degree 9
 	 	  		  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	aaa ba a aaa  aaa ab aaa a  aaa ba aaa a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	 aaa aa ab aa  aaa aa ba aa 2 aaa ab aa aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	2 aaa ba aa aa 3 aab aa aa aa ,
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	aaa aa aab a  aaa aa ba aa ,
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	aaa aa aa ba  aaa aa ab aa 7 aaa aa ba aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	5 aaa ab aa aa 14 aaa ba aa aa 12 aab aa aa aa .
The following list contains 4 new independent S-identities
of type 72 for the cyclic sum in degree 9
 	 	  		  	 	  		  	 	 	 	6 aaa ba b aaa 108 aab ba a aaa 6 aaa ab aaa b
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	36 aaa ab aab a 12 aaa ba aaa b 54 aaa ba aab a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	12 aaa bb aaa a 108 aab aa aab a 72 aab ab aaa a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	54 aab ba aaa a 252 aab aab a aa 126 abb aaa a aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	42 aaa aa ba ab 42 aaa aa ba ba 14 aaa aa bb aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	30 aaa ab aa ab 15 aaa ab aa ba 92 aaa ab ab aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	95 aaa ab ba aa 57 aaa ba aa ab 114 aaa ba aa ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	25 aaa ba ab aa 40 aaa ba ba aa 38 aaa bb aa aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	81 aab aa aa ab 81 aab aa aa ba 21 aab aa ab aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	213 aab aa ba aa 222 aab ab aa aa 12 aab ba aa aa
 	 	 	 	24 abb aa aa aa ,
 	 	  		  	 	  		  	 	 	 	1 aaa bb a aaa 12 aab ba a aaa 3 aaa ab aab a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	3 aaa ba aaa b 6 aaa ba aab a 2 aaa bb aaa a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	9 aab aa aab a 9 aab ab aaa a 6 aab ba aaa a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	45 aab aab a aa 18 abb aaa a aa 7 aaa aa ba ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	7 aaa aa ba ba 2 aaa aa bb aa 6 aaa ab aa ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	5 aaa ab aa ba 13 aaa ab ab aa 15 aaa ab ba aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	12 aaa ba aa ab 20 aaa ba aa ba 2 aaa ba ab aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	9 aaa ba ba aa 2 aaa bb aa aa 15 aab aa aa ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	15 aab aa aa ba 30 aab aa ba aa 30 aab ab aa aa
 	 	 	 	6 abb aa aa aa ,
 	 	  		  	 	  		  	 	 	 	18 aab aa b aaa 18 aab ba a aaa 36 aaa ba aab a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	54 aab aa aab a 36 aab ab aaa a 18 aab ba aaa a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	144 aab aab a aa 72 abb aaa a aa 12 aaa aa ba ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	12 aaa aa ba ba 22 aaa aa bb aa 6 aaa ab aa ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	21 aaa ab aa ba 56 aaa ab ab aa 41 aaa ab ba aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	15 aaa ba aa ab 12 aaa ba aa ba 47 aaa ba ab aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	14 aaa ba ba aa 92 aaa bb aa aa 27 aab aa aa ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	27 aab aa aa ba 21 aab aa ab aa 57 aab aa ba aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	114 aab ab aa aa 96 aab ba aa aa 84 abb aa aa aa ,
 	 	  		  	 	  		  	 	 	 	3 aab ab a aaa 6 aab ba a aaa 3 aaa ab aab a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	6 aaa ba aab a 9 aab aa aab a 3 aab ab aaa a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	3 aab ba aaa a 18 aab aab a aa 9 abb aaa a aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	 aaa aa bb aa 5 aaa ab ab aa 8 aaa ab ba aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	5 aaa ba ab aa  aaa ba ba aa 5 aaa bb aa aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	3 aab aa ab aa 6 aab aa ba aa 15 aab ab aa aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	6 aab ba aa aa 3 abb aa aa aa .
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TABLE IVContinued
The following list contains 1 new S-identity of type 63
for the cyclic sum in degree 9
 	 	  		  	 	  		  	 	  		36 aaa bb a aab 108 aab ba b aaa 108 aab bb a aaa
 	 	  		  	 	  		  	 	  		108 abb aa b aaa 108 abb ab a aaa 108 abb ba a aaa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	180 aaa ab aab b 144 aaa ab abb a 108 aaa ba aab b
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	108 aaa bb aab a 108 aab aa abb a 36 aab ab aaa b
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	72 aab ba aaa b 144 aab bb aaa a 108 abb aa aab a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	144 abb ab aaa a 522 aab aab a ab 360 aab aab a ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	18 aab abb a aa 234 abb aaa a ab 234 abb aaa a ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	12 abb aaa b aa 432 abb aab a aa 66 bbb aaa a aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	98 aaa aa bb ba 87 aaa ab aa bb 6 aaa ab ab ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	91 aaa ab ab ba 153 aaa ab ba ab 238 aaa ab ba ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	3 aaa ab bb aa 3 aaa ba aa bb 66 aaa ba ab ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	53 aaa ba ab ba 9 aaa ba ba ab 22 aaa ba ba ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	21 aaa ba bb aa 15 aaa bb aa ab 211 aaa bb aa ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	111 aaa bb ab aa 111 aaa bb ba aa 36 aab aa aa bb
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	234 aab aa ab ab 60 aab aa ab ba 18 aab aa ba ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	276 aab aa ba ba 54 aab aa bb aa 423 aab ab aa ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	678 aab ab aa ba 171 aab ab ab aa 234 aab ab ba aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	234 aab ba aa ab 195 aab ba aa ba 36 aab ba ab aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	117 aab ba ba aa 72 abb aa aa ab 222 abb aa aa ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	198 abb aa ab aa 234 abb aa ba aa 216 abb ab aa aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	198 abb ba aa aa 54 bbb aa aa aa .
The following list contains 1 new S-identity of type 54
for the cyclic sum in degree 9
 	 	  		  	 	  		  	 	  		126 aab bb b aaa 567 abb aa b aab 126 abb ab b aaa
 	 	  		  	 	  		  	 	  		567 abb ba a aab 126 abb ba b aaa 126 abb bb a aaa
 	 	  		  	 	  		  	 	  		105 bbb aa b aaa 42 bbb ab a aaa 21 bbb ba a aaa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	126 aaa ab bbb a 378 aaa ba abb b 126 aaa ba bbb a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	756 aaa bb aab b 378 aab aa bbb a 1134 aab ab aab b
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	1134 aab ba aab b 1134 aab ba abb a 1008 aab bb aaa b
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	1134 aab bb aab a 567 abb aa abb a 819 abb ab aaa b
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	1134 abb ab aab a 441 abb ba aaa b 567 abb ba aab a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	819 abb bb aaa a 441 bbb aa aab a 252 bbb ab aaa a
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	63 bbb ba aaa a 1323 aab aab a bb 756 aab abb a ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	189 aab abb a ba 567 abb aaa a bb 882 abb aaa b ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	504 abb aaa b ba 945 abb aab a ab 189 abb aab a ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	1701 abb aab b aa 756 abb abb a aa 357 bbb aaa a ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	168 bbb aaa a ba 483 bbb aaa b aa 693 bbb aab a aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	562 aaa ab bb ab 281 aaa ab bb ba 72 aaa ba ab bb
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	117 aaa ba ba bb 238 aaa ba bb ab 335 aaa ba bb ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	117 aaa bb aa bb 1168 aaa bb ab ab 524 aaa bb ab ba
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TABLE IVContinued
The following list continues the new S-identity
of type 54 for the cyclic sum in degree 9
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	 994 aaa bb ba ab 350 aaa bb ba ba 750 aaa bb bb aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	1395 aab aa ab bb 306 aab aa ba bb 1221 aab aa bb ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	159 aab aa bb ba 1395 aab ab aa bb 480 aab ab ab ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	363 aab ab ab ba 1047 aab ab ba ab 204 aab ab ba ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	1449 aab ab bb aa 522 aab ba aa bb 537 aab ba ab ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	246 aab ba ab ba 597 aab ba ba ab 888 aab ba ba ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	54 aab ba bb aa 2298 aab bb aa ab 366 aab bb aa ba
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	1188 aab bb ab aa 1800 aab bb ba aa 1323 abb aa aa bb
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	2616 abb aa ab ab 1236 abb aa ab ba 1527 abb aa ba ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	147 abb aa ba ba 936 abb aa bb aa 219 abb ab aa ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	624 abb ab aa ba 243 abb ab ab aa 810 abb ab ba aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	276 abb ba aa ab 15 abb ba aa ba 1197 abb ba ab aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	63 abb ba ba aa 1116 abb bb aa aa 722 bbb aa aa ab
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	262 bbb aa aa ba 840 bbb aa ab aa 99 bbb aa ba aa
 	 	 	 	  	 	 	120 bbb ab aa aa 186 bbb ba aa aa.
Furthermore, for types in which there are d 1 new identities, indepen-
dence of the identities was checked by computing the dimension they
generate in the given type when combined with the cyclic and lifted
identities. In each case this dimension is d more than the dimension
generated by the cyclic and lifted identities alone.
In every case, the dimension generated by the new identities equals the
dimension generated by the identities satisfied by the expansions using the
cyclic sum, which verifies that the list of new identities is complete.
CONCLUSIONS
For both the symmetric and alternating sums, there are no new identi-
Žties in degree 5, two new identities in degree 7 which can be generated by
.a single identity , and no new identities in degree 9. Furthermore, the
results in these two cases are ‘‘conjugate’’ in the sense that the dimensions
of the spaces of identities for a given partition in the symmetric case are
equal to the dimensions of the spaces of identities for the conjugate
partition in the alternating case.
For the cyclic case, the situation is very different. There are no new
Židentities in degree 5, six new identities in degree 7 which can be
.generated by two identities , and a large number of new identities in
degree 9. Furthermore, this case is ‘‘self-conjugate’’ in the sense that the
dimensions of the spaces of identities for a given partition are equal to the
dimensions of the spaces of identities for the conjugate partition.
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